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Strengthening W.E. (Water Ecosystems)
Building with Nature

 Develop // phase 1

 Man made water systems and Housing adaptations

Master Plan
scale |1:4000

On the basis of detailed study of geography and the history of Semarang City, our concept for redevelopment action plan for 
Kelurahan Bandarhajo deeply focuses on increasing disaster resiliency through a long term vision of increasing lo adaptation 
capacity of community and water ecosystems. Semarang had been struggling to cope up with climate change. It is predicted 
that climate change experienced in Kelurahan Bandrahajo can soon be reality in the core city areas. As part of the long term 
vision of the proposed action plan serves as a prototype and can be adapted to the other regions of Semarang as flood water 
penetrates in new areas of the city. 

The Project title “Strengthening W.E. (Water Ecosystems) | Building with nature” refers to developing and maintaining marine 
and coastal ecosystems through prolonged interaction between human beings and the ecosystem. Balance between the two 
can lead the way towards achieving the larger goal of disaster resilience. Hence, W.E. the people unite together to develop and 
rejuvenate Water Ecosystems and adapt to a new type of resiliency. 

These three major actions: Develop, Rejuvenate and Adapt are the vision for the design concept to achieve holistic disaster 
resilience by not dealing with water, but living with it. To create such conditions, the proposed plan provides spatial adapta-
tion strategies to tackle tidal flood and the flash floods are tamed with reviving natural ecosystems. In the process,  ecological 
intervention will eventually be able to decrease Land subsidence and in return provide diverse rich life around . 

The execution of the concept envisions a Low Impact Development approach. The scale at which Semarang city faces disaster 
problems needs a strategy where bottom up and top down approaches shakes hands with each other.

Build
Spatial adaptation with minimum cost to tackle  tidal flood

BIOECODs (Bio-ecological drainage systems) 
Integrated aqua-culture

Lightweight low cost housing

Create
Surface Water flow Channelisation

Solid waste segrgation and upgrade system
New housing opportunities

Strengthen
Sanitation system
Diverse economic 
means
Health care 
cooperative societies

Provide
Way for water

Rejuvenation ponds
Improve aqua health

Create
Water based economy

Mangrove forest and Marshlands

New way of life of living with 
water, New economic oppor-
tunities,
Policies that minimize 
groundwater extraction in 
such sensitive zone, Strong 
policies to not allow untreat-
ed industrial waste

Strengthen
Aquatic life in river

 Rejuvenate // phase 2

 Enhancing Natural ecosystems

Give way to water |
A way for water through site low lying areas not only help better stormwater management, but also maintan height of highlands. Channelising water through low ly-
ing areas will alleviate flooding in higher areas which were previously more prone to risk of flash floods. Special construction techniques and safety measures can be 
incorporated for settelments in low lying areas. 

 Adapt // phase 3

 Bottom up and Top down shake hands with each other

Topography 
Most of the low lying areas are 

located on the edge of the site to-
wards the main road which acted as 

a dike before the land in front of it 
got reclaimed, which suggests that 
there is a need to connect the flood 

retention canals on both sides of 
the site through an intermediary ca-
nal which also act a detention basin.

Existing highway

Converted small 
canals into infil-
tration trench

Stilt house adoptation and proposed new 
typology of house in low lying areas

Proposed 
adptations in 

existing houses 

Integrated duck-rice-fish farming

Existing road

Converting canals into river ecosystems

Existing plot cluster Raising plinth Building lightweight bamboo structure On-site water treatment and rain water harvesting Live-work situation housing Cluster adpatations

Proposed housing during flood situations
Rain water har-

vesting
and on-site treat-
ment of grey and 

black water 

Waste 
segregation 
provisions 

1.5m 
raised 

light 
weight 
plinth

raise  0.7m 
plinth  from 

brick removed 
from wall as 

spatial adapta-
tion strategy

to tackle tidal 
flood

Closed canals and instead, 
use front area to grow plants.

This adds to storm water 
management. Growing spe-

cies like cintrolla grass or 
zodia will act as mosquito 

repelant agents. 

Learning from Tradi-
tional wisdome, Indo-

nesian combination 
roof helps cut down 
speed and thrust of 

water, hence decrease 
chances of heavey 

On site detention water 
system, to  decrease 

flash flood experiences. 
Spacial planning

Informal shop area
Core house space

Passageways during flood

Core house space with 
mazanaine

Integrated Duck-fish-rice farming |
Rice duck farming is a traditional practice in many Asian countries like Indo-
nesia, China, the Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam. Ducks are being 
raised in the waterways around the ricefields and feeding in the ricefields af-
ter harvest. The integrated system provides biological non-chemical strategies 
which can be part of integrated pest management reducing/eliminating the use 
of chemical fertilizers and pesticides thus promoting organic rice cultivation. 
This eventually provide farming based diverse economic means
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Existing urban fabric
Main growth of the settlement has 

been due to the presence of the ring 
road, therefore, the new urban in-

tervention could positioned towards 
the ring in order to achieve more 

urban cohesion. 
Number of inhabitants - 19,000 and 

number of houses are 7,800.

Water Networks
Main growth of the settlement has 

been due to the presence of the ring 
road, therefore, the new urban in-

tervention could positioned towards 
the ring in order to achieve more 

urban cohesion.

Institutions and public spaces
The unorganized placements of 

some of the smoking fish indus-
tries can be seen as a hindrance to 

the daily economic life of the set-
tlement. Therefore, the position of 
the smoking fish industries can be 

shifted inside
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capacity of community and water ecosystems. Semarang had been struggling to cope up with climate change. It is predicted 
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On the basis of detailed study of geography and the history of Semarang City, our concept for redevelopment action plan for 
Kelurahan Bandarhajo deeply focuses on increasing disaster resiliency through a long term vision of increasing lo adaptation 
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On the basis of detailed study of geography and the history of Semarang City, our concept for redevelopment action plan for 
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Existing highway

Converted small 
canals into infil-
tration trench

Stilt house adoptation and proposed new 
typology of house in low lying areas

Proposed 
adptations in 

existing houses 

Integrated duck-rice-fish farming

Existing road

Converting canals into river ecosystems

Existing plot cluster Raising plinth Building lightweight bamboo structure On-site water treatment and rain water harvesting Live-work situation housing Cluster adpatations

Proposed housing during flood situations
Rain water har-

vesting
and on-site treat-
ment of grey and 

black water 

Waste 
segregation 

provisions 

1.5m 
raised 

light 
weight 
plinth

raise  0.7m 
plinth  from 

brick removed 
from wall as 

spatial adapta-
tion strategy

to tackle tidal 
flood

Closed canals and instead, 
use front area to grow plants.

This adds to storm water 
management. Growing spe-

cies like cintrolla grass or 
zodia will act as mosquito 

repelant agents. 

Learning from Tradi-
tional wisdome, Indo-

nesian combination 
roof helps cut down 
speed and thrust of 

water, hence decrease 
chances of heavey 

On site detention water 
system, to  decrease 

flash flood experiences. 
Spacial planning

Informal shop area
Core house space

Passageways during flood

Core house space with 
mazanaine

Integrated Duck-fish-rice farming |
Rice duck farming is a traditional practice in many Asian countries like Indo-
nesia, China, the Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam. Ducks are being 
raised in the waterways around the ricefields and feeding in the ricefields af-
ter harvest. The integrated system provides biological non-chemical strategies 
which can be part of integrated pest management reducing/eliminating the use 
of chemical fertilizers and pesticides thus promoting organic rice cultivation. 
This eventually provide farming based diverse economic means

Existing drainage system Proposed drainage system

Develop pedes-
trian and cycle 
friendly zones 

Integrated 
duck-fish-rice 

ponds 
Act as 

water detention 
trench

Interconnectivity 
of cluster units 
through bridges 

Act as 
infilteration 

trench 

Mangroove 
forest 
Zone

 Build 
permeable 

structure to se-
cure coast from 

erosion

Integrated duck-fish-rice farms

Fee
d

Nu
tri

en
ts

Weed control
RICE

nutrients biological 

conrol

Feed

Feed

Nutrients

Pest control

Existing urban fabric
Main growth of the settlement has 

been due to the presence of the ring 
road, therefore, the new urban in-

tervention could positioned towards 
the ring in order to achieve more 

urban cohesion. 
Number of inhabitants - 19,000 and 

number of houses are 7,800.

Water Networks
Main growth of the settlement has 

been due to the presence of the ring 
road, therefore, the new urban in-

tervention could positioned towards 
the ring in order to achieve more 

urban cohesion.

Institutions and public spaces
The unorganized placements of 

some of the smoking fish indus-
tries can be seen as a hindrance to 

the daily economic life of the set-
tlement. Therefore, the position of 
the smoking fish industries can be 

shifted inside
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Site Analysis and Inference

Schematic Site section
Scale | 1:75 

Backwater system 

Salt water from sea

Mixed water area which inhabits 
unique species

Fresh water from Canal

Security from sea water intrusion| 
Mangroov forest plantation especially at the mouth of canal

Housing|
Incrementality withing confinded plot size

Security from sea water intrusion| 
Mangroov forest plantation especially at the mouth of canal

Water bodies | 
Detention pond that act as shallow wet land as weel

Integrated Rice farming ||
Incrementality withing confinded plot size

Spatial planning for proposed Smoke Fish Industry in existing 
warehouse

Watch Tower

Market

Storage

Drying and cleaning deck

Rice Farming

Duck deck

Recreational area

Fishing

Drying

Fish Processing

Fish products 
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